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I ordered this because I thought it was required for my class.Looked through it and I would
recommend it to those that study on their own. The questions seemed good for studying if you need
extra practice, however, if you are in a class that does frequent reviews and handouts this book
might be redundant.I ended up returning it when I found out it wasn't required.

I had to buy this for my Intermediate Japanese class and it's a pretty good workbook since there
aren't that many Japanese workbooks out there. It's pretty much your standard workbook.I also
have the older version of the book, so it compliments it nicely; it's pretty similar to the new edition
(almost the exact same), so it should help you get by in your Japanese class.Unrelated to the book,
the only problem is trying to find the answers for the work book :\

I'm happy to get another book to use for Japanese class. I can't wait until Japanese 201 starts. I did
well in my first year of Japanese and am hoping for the best in my second year of college Japanese.

I am just venturing out into this new language and therefore, consider myself a novice...so I am still
on the first book, but this course is quite extensive and will be a great help to anyone just starting
out...

I am using this series as a text along with my college classes, but when I study on my own between
semesters I truly feel like these books would be useful to someone who is dedicated to learning
Japanese on their own.

This workbook is really helped me out for practicing what I have learned in Chapters. and It also has
Kanji practices in the back. Listening are the most hardest part because the speaking speed in CD
are same as the native Japanese speaker but it does help your listening. Sometimes I use computer
to play the CDs so I can managing the speed in order to improve my listening. the questions are
based on the grammar from the chapters. it includes translation either from Japanese to English or
English to Japanese. some with your own answers and some with the Q&A basic practices.

Essentially unhelpful to the primary textbook, the entire key however can be found online. However,
most foreign language programmes have these workbooks as standards to drive revenue without
having to introduce new content.

These books (textbook and workbook) are amazing. Added by 1st volume it creates the best way to
efficiently learn basic Japanese, including 2 types of japanese letters (hiragana and katakana). Kanji
(those characters taken from China) is not so easy to learn from here, but that's reasonable since
nobody should rush with it while being beginner. Also, I would like to mention that I checked a lot of
sites before realising '' provides lower price for these new unused books and while it ain't cheap
anyway, it still is worth every penny.
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